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Abstract
The gamma distribution is often used as a model for positively skewed
distributions. The median is better than the mean as the representative of the
'average' in such situations. Literature is available for inference concerning
the mean of a gamma distribution, but the literature concerning the median of
a gamma distribution is rare.

In this paper we present a method for constructing confidence intervals for
the median of a gamma distribution. The method involves inverting the
likelihood ratio test to obtain 'large sample' confidence intervals. A difficulty
arises as it is not possible to write the likelihood function in terms of the
median. In this paper we propose a method to avoid this difficulty. The
method works well even for moderately large sample sizes. The methodology
is illustrated using an example.

Keywords and phrases: positively skewed, likelihood ratio test, large
sample theory

Introduction
Consider the problem of estimating the 'average' of a positively skewed
distribution. The gamma distribution is often used as a model in such
situations and the median is considered as better than the mean as the
representative of the 'average.' Then the problem becomes estimating the
median v of a gamma distribution. Ekanayake (2005) has studied the problem
of making inference concerning the median of a gamma distribution, for her
M.Sc. dissertation.
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The sample median and maximum-likelihood estimator are two possible
point estimators. Banneheka and Ekanayake (2009) compare these two
estimators with a new estimator

D
(3a - 0.8)x
(3a + 0.2) ,

where x is the sample mean and a = X2 /c'i..~=lxf - x2). Considering the
n

easiness of calculation and the size of mean square error, they recommend
using the new estimator.

One method used to construct confidence intervals is called the 'pivotal
quantity method' (Mood A.M., et.al., 2001, pg. 379). In order to apply this
method to construct a confidence interval for v, one must find a pivotal
quantity with only v in it as a parameter. In addition, the distribution of the
pivotal quantity must be known. Such a pivotal quantity exists when the
shape parameter a = 1. However, it is not possible to find a pivotal quantity
when a"* 1.

Another method used to construct a confidence interval for a parameter 8 is
to invert the likelihood ratio test for Ho: 8 = 80 (a known value) vs. Hi: 8 "*
80, According to the standard theory, twice the log-likelihood ratio has a X2
distribution under Ro, for large samples. The degree of freedom of the X2
distribution is equal to the difference between the dimension of the
unrestricted parameter space and the dimension of the parameter space
restricted by Ho. The set of 80values for which Ho is not rejected at a given
significance level y gives a (1 - y ) 100% confidence interval for 8.

The density function of a gamma distribution with shape parameter a and
scale parameter (3 is written as

e-x1fJ xa-1
tx(x;a,{3)= f(a)f3a ;x>O,a>O,{3>O (1)

Then, the log-likelihood function for a random sample xi, X2, ... ,Xn from
the above distribution is

[(a,{3) = L~plXi + (a -l)Ir=llnxi -nlnr(a) -naln{3. (2)

According to the large sample theory, when Ho is true and n is large,
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(3)

has a XI distribution. Here, amle and iJmle are the global maximum
likelihood estimates of a and f3 respectively, while amle (va) and e.: (va)
are respectively the maximum likelihood estimates of a and f3 under Ha.
Theoretically, The set {va: T < x~,d should be a (l -y)100% confidence
interval for v.

In order to calculate [Camle (va) .e.; (va)), we should be able to write a, f3
in terms of v. Unfortunately, this is not possible. Therefore, T cannot be
calculated and hence the above procedure cannot be implemented. We use an
approximation given in Ekanayake (2005) to overcome this difficulty. That is
to use the approximate relationship

(3a-a.8)
v-fl (3a+a.2)

(4)
to obtain an approximate likelihood function in terms of v and v and use it in
place of the exact likelihood function. In order to calculate the maximum of
this function under Ho and HI, Ekanayake (2005) has used profile likelihood
method. This method involves a considerable amount of computing. In this
paper, we use a different parameterization and provide an alternative method
which is computationally simpler.

Method
Let f1 be the mean of the distribution. Then,
f1=rx.f3 (5)

From (4) and (5),
..:...(a_.2_v_+a_.8....:.~...;.)a::::::

3~-v) (6)

and

f3 3~-v)~ (7)::::::(a.2v+a.8~)
Let [*(fl, v) be the function that we get when a and f3 in (2) are replaced by
the approximate values given by (6) and (7) respectively. That is, let

n n
* __ (0.2v + 0.81l)I. [(0.2V+ 0.81l)- ]I .
I (fl,V)- 3( ) x1+ 3( ) 1 ln x,fl-Vfl . fl-V .

1=1 1=1
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-n In[r [(0.2V+0.8Jl)]} _ n (0.2v+0.8Jl) lri [3(Jl-V)Jl ].
3(Jl-v) 3(Jl-v) (0.2v+0.8Jl)

(8)

We propose to use the 'adjusted likelihood ratio test statistic'
T* = 2[[(amle,,Bmle) -[*CI2Cvo),vo) ] (9)

in place of the likelihood ratio test statistic T given by (3). Here,
[(amle,,Bmle) is the global maximum of [Ca,f3) while [*CI2(vo), vo) is the
maximum of [*C/1,v) under Ho.

Steps of the procedure

1. The global maximum likelihood estimates amle, «: are found using
the iterative numerical method mentioned in Anita S. et.al (2002).
Some statistical packages (e.g. Minitab) also provide these estimates.
Therefore, it is not difficult to calculate amle ,«;.

2. The global maximum log-likelihood is calculated by substituting
amle .s.: values in [Ca, f3).

3. For a fixed value of vo, [*CI2Cvo), vo) is found by numerically
maximizing [*C/1,vo)·

4. T* is calculated using (9). If T* < X~.l then Vo is taken as a value in
the confidence interval.

5. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated for different values of 110 and the set of Vo

values such that T* < X~.l is determined.
6. The resulting set is taken as the (l - y )100% confidence interval for

v

Adequacy
As a measure of the adequacy of the above procedure, we compare the
nominal and estimated confidence coefficients for several combinations of a
and f3. In each case, the actual confidence coefficient is estimated using 1000
Monte Carlo simulations. Results are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Observed confidence coefficients, each based on 1000 Monte Carlo
simulations

Nominal confidence coefficient
0.90 0.95 0.99

OC n Observed confidence coefficient
1 20 0.807 0.940 0.979
25 0.874 0.944 0.982 I30 0.891 0.951 0.988

2 20 0.865 0.937 0.985
25 0.888 0.955 0.993
30 0.891 0.945 0.985

4 20 0.876 0.941 0.978
25 0.894 0.945 0.984
30 0.904 0.949 0.995

8 20 0.884 0.935 0.984
25 0.885 0.949 0.984
30 0.896 0.951 0.988

These results were generated with 0(8,1) data. However, the results do not
depend on the value of f3

Illustration
Table 2 contains the Minitab data set named 'Tiles.MTW'. (This is a data set
that Minitab uses in Process Capability examples in on-line Help). These data
are the warping in 10 floor tiles each working day for 10 days. Suppose one
wants to construct a confidence interval for the median warping of tiles.

Table 2. Warpings of Tiles. Source: Minitab
1.601032.314260.528292.895300.444265.312301.22095 4.24464 1.124650.28186
0.843262.556351.014972.868532.48648 1.922826.328583.212670.781930.57069
3.006794.723471.125732.186073.91413 1.225863.800763.481154.143330.70532
1.29923 1.753622.56891 1.053392.281590.761494.22622 6.66919 5.300712.84843
2.24237 1.625024.23217 1.2556 0.967052.399304.332332.442233.7970 I 6.25825
2.635795.63857 1.34943 1.972684.985174.960890.428453.512463.247703.37523
0.340934.643512.846840.84401 5.79428 1.96775 1.20410 8.032455.048673.23538
6.965343.954090.76492 3.328942.52868 1.350063.44007 1.138193.068006.08121
3.466454.389042.78092 4.154313.082834.790762.512744.27913 2.452521.66735
1.41079 3.24065 0.63771 2.57873 3.82585 2.20538 8.090642.059144.694742.12262

The histogram of these data, shown in Figure 1, is positively skewed. The
gamma distribution is a suitable model for the warping of tiles (p-value of the
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Anderson-Darling goodness of fit test is 0.238). Therefore we use the above
method to construct a 95% confidence interval for the median .

• ••
Figure 1. Histogram of warping data

Figure 2 shows the graph of T* against vo. T* is less than XlOS,l =3.841 when
Vo E (2.19, 2.88). Therefore, (2.19, 2.88) is a 95% confidence interval for the
median warping of tiles.

"3.84

T+

Figure 2. Calculation of 95% confidence interval for the median warping of
tiles
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Conclusions
Our method of inverting the adjusted likelihood ratio test to construct
confidence intervals for the median v of a gamma distribution works
reasonably well even with moderately large samples.
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